
WHY TO OPT FOR PRECIOUS
ITALIAN CRAFTSMANSHIP
FOR BATH SPACE?

Elite brands provide bath space solutions that are bound to bring in a boost of fresh glamour and luxury to your home.
 
The primary feature that sets a brand apart from the rest is quality raw materials. What turns this raw material into 
luxury is state of the art technology. These world class brands are the perfect example of how superior crafting 
techniques and high quality material can chisel out products that are best suited for a luxurious contemporary lifestyle.

www.aarenintpro.com

WITH GLOBO IT’S STYLE AND QUALITY

WITH FALPER IT’S ELEGANCE AND MODERNITY

Characterized by its classy looks and precise tailored 

architectural approach, elegant forms meet modern 

technology to create a timeless creation. Forming a 

new dimension and lending a new edge to the designer 

bathroom, Globo’s Charme collection is an exploration 

of fine Italian craftsmanship. A fine range of materials 

give the collection its prized aesthetic beauty.

Elegant & modern, with a unique touch that comes of 
the latest material-processing technology and 
production methods. The collections tell the tale of an 
Italian company whose values and energy that 
translates into shapes and proportions that can be 
arranged according to any need and desires. The 
creative genius of world renowned designers is inspired 
in the illustrious collections of Falper.

WITH MILLDUE IT’S CLASSIC AND PRIZED

Crafted out of the respect of the classic, Milldue’s 
collections create a space wherein the old and the 
modern unite in their splendid beauty. This is that world 
class brand that explores the fundamentals of 
craftsmanship that constantly evolves with technology. 
Refined lines and elegant style is what that makes the 
products of Milldue the prized collection of the most 
luxurious master baths. 

Why to settle for ordinary when you have the access to products designed with the craftsmanship of Italy.

Stone
design CreativeLab+ In abbinamento ai nuovi lavabi Stone, da 100/85/70 

cm. di larghezza, che si caratterizzano per le capienti 
vasche e i bordi sottili, sono state realizzate delle 
nuove basi sospese, proposte in ben 77 diversi 

di laminato (vedi pagina 76 del Catalogo). Sono 
nuovi anche i lavabi ad incasso, con o senza piano 
rubinetteria, e i 2 lavabi per installazione sottopiano.

New wall hung furniture have been created to 

characterized by ample sinks and thin edges. The 
new furniture are available in 77 different matt and 
shiny lacquered colors,  In addition to 4 new laminated 

new the recessed basin with or without tap installation 
and 2 under-top basins.


